Ref No: 1480
Villa for sale in Camposol
2 Bedrooms, 2 Bathrooms, Pool: Yes,

127,950 €

Build Size: 85

Aircon:

Plot Size:

Terrace:

420

Year:

Pool:

Bedrooms: 2

Parking:

Bathrooms: 2

Views:

Yes
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*****SOLD*****
A 2 bedroom, 2 bathroom detached Rosa style villa. This villa occupies a 420m2 corner plot on the final
phase of the Camposol Golf Complex, Mazarron, Murcia. The property boasts 2 good sized double bedrooms
both with fitted wardrobes. The master bedroom has an en-suite and there is a further family shower room.
The spacious living room has a feature fireplace, ceiling fan and an archway through to a separate dining
area which will seat 6. The fully fitted kitchen has plenty of cupboard space and work surfaces and comes
complete with all kitchen appliances. To the front of the villa is a glazed terrace providing extra space for
living or dining and has a small staircase down to the gardens and, up to the solarium. The remaining open
terrace is open so you have the best of both worlds, shade or sunshine. The gardens which are well
established with many trees, shrubs and plants all surrounded by low maintenance gravel. There is a private
7x4m swimming pool with child friendly shallow end. Also in the garden is a shaded summer room which
overlooks the swimming pool, with further storage under the villa for further development and off road
parking. Other features include central heating, a roof solarium, decorative window fitments and insect
screens to all windows. A beautiful villa throughout and a must see. The airports of San Javier (Murcia) and
Alicante are just 45 minutes and 1 hour respectively by car.
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